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There are 

just no 

adequate 

words……



 We use words/terms for so many experiences 
and these often simply sanitize the experience. 
Words, particularly logical scientific jargon, are 
often inadequate to describe a lived 
experience….

 But does the jargon not just offer consensus but 
also may convey some sense of control in an 
uncontrollable situation   

 There are few words to describe suicide and 
bereavement through suicide no matter if 
sudden and unexpected or half expected where 
we have been trying to hold back a freight train

 But words have a power to express what often is 
hidden and can influence the way we even 
experience something 



THE LIVED 

EXPERIENCE  



Experience is not an 

unstable irrational and 

emotive concept but 

rather it is the world, it 

is knowing
Lumby (1994)



Suffering: The width of the gap between 
reality ‘what is’ and what is desired

Suffering is not a question that demands an 

answer; It is not a problem that demands a 

solution; It is a mystery that demands a 

presence.

Unknown

But what is this lived 

experience of suffering ………



What is the lived experience? 

Totally unique to each person, 

each brain

Each experience is composed of 

three inter-related aspects:

Sensory

Emotional /Affective

Cognitive / Behavioral



Affects many people – The Ripple Effect

Affects people of so many backgrounds –

There are no blank slates

Affects all aspects of functioning

Has so many facets – Biological, 

Psychological, Social, Spiritual

SO CARING IN SUICIDE IS NATURALLY 

COMPLEX….NO SIMPLE SOLUTIONS



Maybe LOSS can help us……



The study of loss offers a framework with which to search

for commonalities versus differences with respect to the

nature of these life events and the ways of coming to

terms with them. It also encourages comparison of

theoretical analyses of different types of losses…A

psychology of loss then, would incorporate comparative

trauma-bereavement theorizing and the analysis of a

broad range of stressful life events including burns;

divorce/separation; spinal/brain injury or loss of limb;

rape victimization; and so on. (p. 743)

Stroebe et al. (2001)



Loss

Loss is produced by an event which is
perceived to be negative by the
individuals involved and results in long-
term changes to one’s social situations,
relationships, or cognitions.

Miller & Omarzu (1998) (p. 12)



The reaction to loss

The emotional response to loss: The
complex amalgam of painful affects
including sadness, anger, helplessness,
guilt, despair

Raphael (1984) (p.33)

(Grief) incorporates diverse psychological 
(cognitive, social- behavioural) and 
physical (physiological-somatic) 
manifestations.

Stroebe et al. (2001) (p.6)



Mourning:

the psychological mourning processes that occur 
in bereavement; the processes whereby the 
bereaved person gradually undoes the 
psychological bonds that bound him or her to 
the deceased

Raphael (1984)

Grieving will be used to describe the internal
adaptation to other losses.



Theory – Practice-Research

It starts with questions 

about HOW and WHY that 

leads to THEORY



Different schools of thought 

describing the same human 

process

Two types of models: The 

‘Why’ and the ‘How’ Models



The Psychodynamic School of 

Thought

“Cathexis of libidinal energy to the 
psychological representation of the 
person or love object”

Grief work’ rewarded by a release from 
the bonds that tied the person to the 
lost object and caused such psychic 
pain. 

Failure to deal with ambivalent feelings 
about the lost object was at the core of 
pathological reactions to loss



Attachment Theory School of 

Thought

 Recovery from loss is the ability of the person to 
form substitute attachments

 Reactions would vary depending on the pre-loss 
relationship

 Ambivalent and avoidant relationships were 
considered to be related to the development of 
complicated mourning

 Pining and searching for the lost object of 
attachment

 Continuing Bonds

 Bowlby- First to suggest that mourning could be 
understood as a process that moved through a 
number of stages



Task-Based Models

Some theorists combine 
psychodynamic and attachment 
theories into Task Models:

Worden’s Four Tasks of 
Mourning

Rando’s Six Rs Process



Social Constructionist/

Social Learning Theories

Social factors affect mourning 

• The meaning of the loss

• Adjustments after the loss

• Rituals and mores 

• Course of recovery and adjustment

Disenfranchised Grief

Importance in Indigenous Grief



Personal Construct 

Theory

Core belief of the theory is that there are 
no absolute truths or knowledge, as all 
reality is filtered and perceived uniquely 
by every individual. 

 Fundamental question: ‘What is the 
meaning of the loss to that particular 
person?’

Complicated grief can be viewed as an 
inability to reconstruct a meaningful 
personal reality



Personal Construct 

Theory

• Walker  further argues that a person can perceive 

something only when some sort of contrast exists.
To know perfection there must be imperfection, to know 

friends there must be enemies, to know life there must be 

death.

Walker et al., 1996, p. 13.

• With respect to those experiencing loss, we need 

to understand the contrast between the perceived 

world of the person that existed prior to the loss 

(‘The World That Was’), and the perceived world 

of the person following the loss (‘The World That 

Is’). 



Three processes seen as crucial in the 
development of Complicated Grief:

1. Insufficient integration of loss into 
autobiographical knowledge base so 
event remains very distinct, 
consequential and emotional and can 
be triggered easily with persisting 
attachment reactions

2. Negative global beliefs and 
misconceptions of grief reactions

3. Anxious and depressive avoidance 
strategies

(Boelen et al., 2006)

Cognitive-Behavioral 

Approach to CG:





• Experimental fMRI studies
• Overall found grief mediated by network of 

neural structures that are associated with:
a) Affect processing
b) Mentalizing
c) Retrieval of emotion-laden episodic 

memories
d) Processing of familiar faces
e) Visual imagery
f) Automatic motor responses
g) Autonomic regulation and modulation/
coordination of combination of functions 



STRUCTURE/SYSTEM CONTRIBUTION TO GRIEF

Caudal posterior cingulate 

cortex//retrosplenal region. 

Links to anterior cingulate and 

orbitofrontal cortices. 

Connects dorsolateral 

prefrontal cortex with 

hippocampal formation

Connection between regions involved 

in emotional processing. Perhaps link 

between emotions and memories

Posterior (PCC): Area activated during 

autobiographical memory so 

memories being recalled. Also deals 

with emotionally salient stimuli

Anterior (ACC): Role in attention and 

Insula in processing visceromotor 

information. Suggests strong somatic 

element in reaction eg., ‘broken heart’, 

‘pangs of grief’ 

Precuneus area of parietal lobe Conscious recall of memory-related

imagery

(Freed et al., 2009; Gȕndel et al., 2003; O’Connor, 2005; 

Flaskerud, 2011) 



STRUCTURE/SYSTEM CONTRIBUTION TO GRIEF

Extrastriate visual

processing areas eg., 

Superior lingual gyrus, 

cuneus and fusiform 

gyrus

Enhanced activity of object 

recognition, particularly in processing 

of familiar faces. Emotional arousal 

induced by visual stimuli can 

modulate visual processing area

Dorsal anterior 

cingulate cortex and 

insula

Emotional arousal engages attentional 

resources. Attentional bias towards 

reminders of an unattainable reward

Left medial frontal 

gyrus

Mentalizing ie., representing one’s 

and other’s mental state. Reflecting 

on own state of mind and that of 

deceased

(Freed et al., 2009; Gȕndel et al., 2003; O’Connor, 

2005; Flaskerud,, 2011) 



STRUCTURE/SYSTEM CONTRIBUTION TO GRIEF

Cerebellum: Terminus, 

anterior and posterior

Coordination of emotional and 

cognitive functioning. 

Intensification of emotional 

response

Caudate nucleus. 

Automatic motor 

programs activation

Attachment. Found in imaging 

studies of romantic love. Feeling of 

being ‘drawn towards’ deceased

Attachment may activate reward 

pathways (Link in some to CG)

Secondary somatosensory 

cortex and dorsal 

posterior insula

Areas of the brain that respond in 

physical pain as similar to those 

that are found active in emotional 

distress

(Freed et al., 2009; Gȕndel et al., 2003; O’Connor, 

2005; Flaskerud,, 2011) 



STRUCTURE/SYSTEM CONTRIBUTION TO GRIEF

Amygdala Subjective experience of sadness, 

salience encoding , emotional 

memory and a role in detecting 

social danger. Helps mediate 

affective and attentional reactivity 

to reminders of a deceased 

attachment, including attentional 

bias and sadness

Insula and dorsolateral  

prefrontal cortex (DLPFC)

Two regulatory areas to amygdala 

activity

(Freed et al., 2009; Gȕndel et al., 2003; O’Connor, 

2005; Flaskerud,, 2011) 



One suggestion that sadness episodes reduce incentive 

salience (the perception of reward value in a cue, 

leading to reward-seeking behaviour) by decreasing 

yearning for the deceased. But not the same as 

forgetting but rather allows the bereaved to encounter 

memories without an overwhelming sense of loss or 

need , thereby permitting more pleasurable emotional 

associations and a sense of continuing bond. If so, 

adaptive and minutes-long periods of sadness and crying 

should be encouraged……

The role of oscillation

Children’s limited sadness spans



Brains of 12 women suffering complicated compared 

with women not showing complicated grief.

Found difference in 

nucleus accumbens, 

that is the part that 

anticipates rewards ie., 

the part that knows you 

want something, so the 

longing becomes like a 

powerful craving. Much 

more research needed.   

O’Connor et al.(2007)



Integrative Models

The Four Component Model for 
Bereavement
Bonanno and Kaltman (1999)

The Dual Process Models of Coping with 
Bereavement
Strobe and Schut (1999)

“The bereaved fluctuate between confronting and 
avoiding these two types of stressors. This 
oscillation aids adaptation as does the oscillation 
between negative and positive affects associated 
with both types of stressors.”



Grieving suicide has much unity specific to 
these mourners : 

 Shock. Even if anticipated, the exact moment still 
shocks

 Stigma : ‘Felt’ vs ‘Enacted’
 Social ‘clumsiness’ and a disruption to the usual social 

mores and rituals around death. May create own that 
others may not understand

 Curtailment of freedom to speak or limited 
understanding

 Regrets /Counterfactuals
 Increased sensitivity/protectiveness of surviving loved 

ones
 Rollercoaster of feelings/Trying to stay in control



 Involvement or not of trauma. ‘The 
speechless terror’ vs the need to talk in grief

 Anticipation vs Total Shock. ‘Why’?

 Cultural differences

 Suicide a single event vs a hard but regular 
occurrence (Some groups with extremely 
high prevalence of suicide. How much can a 
community take?). Contagion in some 
situations

 Families through blame and guilt can be 
broken. Some stronger

 Complicated grief develops in some



Respect of the Experience 

→ Understanding

Theory to guide 

Assessment

Moving from Theory 

on to Assessment



1. What has been lost?

2. What was the position/role/ 

importance of that loss in the life 

of the person?

3. What are the major symptoms of 

grief that this person is 

experiencing? Are there any 

causing particular distress?



4. How far along the journey of mourning 

has the person progressed?

5. What is the world of the person like?

6. How is the person trying to deal with the 

transition from the world ‘that was’ to the 

world ‘that is?

7. What strengths does the person bring to 

his or her loss?



8. What hindrances are there to the 

progress of mourning?

9.Is there any indication that mourning 

has become complicated?

10. Are there particular characteristics 

of the person that are going to 

challenge my care of him or her?




